
SECRET RECIPE BACKGROUND

Secret Recipe Cakes and CafÃ© Sdn Bhd is a Malaysian halal-certified cafÃ© chain company established since It has
international.

This is to simplify the choices of the customer by introducing same pricing for foods of the same type. Related
Papers. At the grand opening of branch, they will hold an opening party. Health cake was introduced to the
market as the market trend shift to healthier lifestyle. EQUIPMENT The suppliers of equipment, furniture,
kitchen ware, auxiliary, toiletries and cutlery will be provided by the Secret Recipe franchisor as the customize
to their policy of shop layout concept. So, they have to make a U-turn. Nevertheless, for cakes that requires
custom designs, shapes, decorations, premium will be charged because of the usage of more than one recipes
and the additional work on the cake. The location is just by the road, but when the customers passed by, they
cannot reverse on one-way path. This cake reservation must be made 3 days in advance. The quality and size
of the equipment for buy or lease will be determined by how big your bakery is going to be, how many
customers you have forecast on a daily basis and, of course, the amount you have to spend. Sometimes airport
gave them voucher to enjoy their meal while waiting for their flight. Your prices need to be set at a rate that
provides you with an acceptable margin but not so expensive that you drive customers away. Soup: Secret
recipe does have well-guarded recipes of soups such as mushroom soup, pumpkin soup, carrot and ginger
soup. It is popular food in Secret Recipe menu. It is analysed based on the survey and questionnaires that we
gave the customers to answer. The second promotion is RM 15 per meal which comes with a drink. As for the
Secret Recipe, they have utilizing the concept very well that differs them from the other competitors and made
them the sole choice for having a nice and exquisite slice of cake. The place of a company is a consideration to
deal with when it involves the customers to come to get the services. It can also be whether the agents treat
customers nicely or not because it cannot be denied that some customers are very chosy and fussy in choosing
the best product for themselves. Asian Classic: This section provides the best food selected from all over Asia.
Pies: It offer best pies recipe and created to engage the taste buds of customer. Look for good quality,
per-owned equipment or a satisfactory leasing agreement for the time being until you are well established.
Apart from that they will place advertisement of the opening of our shop in local daily newspaper. A company
can lead his industry with the power of management, financial, innovation, supply chain and other all barriers.
This is to cover up the overheads generated to operate the business. But it can be easier because the customers
can call the company to ask for the direction if they are confuse and do not know the location. It includes
Secret Recipe award winning Lamb-stew and other favorites dish of all time, black pepper chicken kebab and
Pasta. The premiums are paid for the amount of recipes used in the cake making process. All the operation and
service aspect has been carefully designed, tailored with the current demand and needs of the customer. Even
with high service standards and constant research efforts, still the service of Secret Recipe is getting lower.
PRICING Pricing depends on a number of factors, so it makes good sense to consult a business adviser or
accountant to help you at the outset. Western foods are also served such as Fish and Chips. Sugar free and
trans-free cake such as Sugar Free Moist Chocolate Cake and Hi-fiber Cream Cheese was put on shelf and
gets good review from the customers. Also look at areas that may not be well serviced, like industrial estates
or high density office blocks where you can draw eager customers. They serving a wide selection of more than
40 types of gourmt quality cake and other baked desserts. Secret Recipe has successfully established its brand
name in Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, China and Philippines by virtue of its fine quality cakes,
fusion food and distinctive service. This applies to the ala carte meals only. Customer can choose the cartoon
character pose from our album and choose up to three different flavours depending on how big the cake they
want. They offer more than 40 types of cheesecake and brownies. Services include how the agents treat the
customers whether the communications between agents and customers are effectively understood or not.


